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CHAPTER I. 
·BRIEF ·B.1STORY OF. LIFO 
'. . 
' \ ' 
\·· 
, ,I" 
-· -- ----·-- - --· ;",":",--
, .. •.'. 
.·1:' 
) '. 
. • • ""··--· ._ -----------· . ------·------ -- -------·-·. -------···-------- .. ---- . • cc_ • . •. -- -- .• --E'. 
·-,-- , -· ~CJnt;over,sfa1-·conc-ept-ii-or-· 8.C«?OUnting for the last 'tv,o · E 
-· .. --·----·--- ' - • -- c--··-·-- -. -· ----- -- . -·---,--.-·. -- --- ... . .,__~_,_. . ..... _ ··: ,·. -· .····'. ,._.:......_~.:-~ ~--- ·- ------~-----:__ ~--. ·.·, ·-· .. ·- ···- --- ' ,··~--- . ., ::\:{ 
·. decades··; . LIFO represents. the .four wordij, !DLa.atain, First• 
. . . . . ...-· . . . . 
---.--···· , •• r, • , - .;';/ 
- Out.~' · Under this inventory method, the inventory goods 
.. . . ··-·- . . \ . . 
. ;, .. :.--
·iµte _charged at. the_ most recent t1cquisit,ipn price or in-
-
·t,ritory s_tocko T'~1$ method thus places the .inventory on 
.,, current cost basis ancl removes inflationary profits it 
~~~y·are praae~t, 
\--tl""(.,.i.1p11,\1•\1•ll"-\.AI.-, '.~ .. 
l • ! . 
It is the author•s.belief that the net income 
)f, 
• ,. • • .;: _. _ .. ~~-~ -· ••• h - • • • • 
··:. ',\flgu.re produced b_y LIFO is the best one possible. LIFO~t··>· 
>; 4-. 
-~-c, Jllnce it gives oiµy the "real" profi'ts, enables the firm 
to. know the exact result ot its operatiorui_for the yea~. 
J:t also gives the public the in.formation needed for 1n-
ve,stment purpos_es-, and consequently allows the economy 
to'allocate its capital resources to the optimum sources~ 
Wbroughout the. different chapters··-oJ: this-·-·th€H31tl;··-tpEf 
-.uthor will explain the·· reasoning behind his beliefs. : 




·- -- - . .-:_.r-
.·_1'•. -
- ··--. ,'?: 
-:· .. ---· {,·". 
/I 
initially. there· ,ls a need to know whe~ and how this in.. ~J 
,:.;< ··- . ' _JL.. 
-~:~3~~~·tnn1RL~~d~:i¥r;;;:~::1· 
-- I 
... , ·:. =· =-=-==e=========e===~ 
=====~- b·est· way ortralfffig ~tne=~nf~6IT~o-~r=~-t-lF0--1s- -t=,i~ --~ . 
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' - l ,_ 
method., seveZ'al corporations, p
1
a~tieularly th<ise · in __ -
------ ----·-·----------~<~ . , '"";fiidustries where the inventodeS neceeallrny includf.lcl . 
· .. ---. 
. . 
. . __ _) . . -- . . ·- . -- . .-'·-· . 
large· qusnt-if;i:es ·o"i: basic_ z.,aw _materials,,,,. became. disse.tia_~ 
. ': ,.------···---·-- ..• ,.. --------~ -~----. --
------ - - - ~ -- - -
f_ied. With-the 8¢Cepteci-methods of inventory·_nC_CtltfJJ.tiing e~~ _ ,----~· 
. :··~ i___. , ---- . , !"'_.:._ .. ,:·-, ..... c\.: ... - _::, .. . -- . . ·- .. .. . ..... --- . ---- .. . . •-. . .. . . 
. '. :"'!\,:: .:~ 
lstillg at the. beginning of World War I. The raw. m~ter:!,al . . . . 
-- -·-· --·. -- ·-· -· -- - - -. - - - - -- ~ . " . . 
--~--- ------. -,., :t ~ 
.· •.. c.cmtent, a· very significant eleni.ent in the final cost cf 
·.....:_.. 
the product, was fluctuating in monetary value, thus ca.us-
j,ng illusory inventory pr-otits · to appear in tha annual dfl-
-\termination of income. 
. ., . .: The base stock method, which had 
- )._, .. -~i, ... ~.;, ~J,t,~ . . ·,:,,. 
·as its purpose the eliminatio11 of thes~ ill~sory profits, 
--. set asiqe a certain segment of inventory neeessary·ror . .,._; __ __,. -····- ......... : ''• ... ' . . . . - . . 
- :the · conduct ot the. business at a price, -usu~J.ly _ below the - _-
--- · ,currer1t pr·ice at which the markets or such materials. tluc-




,.,. l.,::_;.. ; 
---- -~ 
-- ~µ.~ted. Although it- began ir1 the era whet1 the balance 
-,-} 
is.beet was the paramount financial statement, the method ,· 
l>«i'Prune an accepted accounting practice and--unlike the · ~ 
'"il 
other method$' of inv~ntorY costing--priced the material~ 
$Qing into the curren,t cost of sale.a 'at level$ illore cJ,..ose;,. 
. -- t---~ 
- ,---. - . _ _._ ..• ?-- - .. ---:· l1 «:tq~ivele_nt to current-~-~epµacement values. 
Hov1ever, in 1929 the Supreme Court did not allow 
ttte use of the base stock methciQ. for tax purposes. After 
J. . 
-
-·---~-.;,.,: .• ~ _·_:_~-··-=•=s- -·· -· -- . 
- -· - ---- ···: - ·-· -
_•. ; .. 
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[ [, . 
f· 
l •. :.·  .. '.. ·-.' ' ' · .. ·.·· r ... 
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'--:_ ... --- .. -.- . ·. ·.:·. ----- ·--- .. 
LI 
-·---· ___ ,_: ____ _._ 
:,-.-----·· -.=-·-~---· ·-· 
.. · ··t ·-----
~ 
_:..._ ... 
Ii - . 
I 
¥7'L~~:~~~:~1. ~ m 
: . >, ·.:· . - . . . . - __ :.,.. ~- ,'f ... 
-
·····P,.;:;., 
~ne result was, -perm!s'k1ive leg1slat1on in 1938 enabling ~ . 
. 
-· 
certa~n types . of industries . to utilize LIFO in tax ~e-
tur;. ·· I1(1938 further modification o.f section 22 of 
:_ __ _ 
...... ;., . Before the start ot W'orld \Var. II·, lt was presupposed: 
tbat .. th~·use of·LIFO -was. restricted to those-industries···-··=~---
.. 
-
:whlcb. had certain characteristics. l 'l:na· ·accepted-(lOndi• .. 
....... ,-· 




· .... ~, 
. . 
~ad. to be significant in size in comparison to ~urrent 
-
--assets, total ··assets,· a:rid total sales; . . i 
• 
(2) ravJ mate~:ial 
prices fluctuated constantly and ran parallel to .t~ose of· 
•.• J. 
' LrJ 
. :,inished 'goods; .< 3) the inventory stock. re_mained f 1.iirly 
constant; (4) raw material costs made up a great pr(?por-
tJqn of the total.costs; (5) the manufacturing period was 
I 
. 
. i.t,ngthy and ,finished goods were s·tiored . .for consider~ble· 
~ ... 
l>eriods of time because ~f seasonality of demand; . and ... 
(7·) . competitors could ~ot readily ditferentiate their· prC>-
.. ~) 
·-•· 
. Be>wever, this line of reasoning began to change, ... 
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·( ... . :· • ·,-J-
,1 ... 
' 
\ ._ . 
-
, ... ::' .. ,.,;-"~\t,·.~ ' -
...... ,. 
concerna-turnln.g toward.LIFO • 
. 1--~-' . -"'~ . . . . • . - .. . . : · 
··._ - . 
tµe -T~easucy Department !ssuocl. TD 5756 ,. v1hich -made. do~la:r 0 · .. . ; 
pooling' perm!Ssible as a method-of' compUting LIFO inventory 
. 
. . 
in industrial applications •1--- :Despite· th.~ rac~ that· 1·t is 
. in ·the p~st-wa.r years, .there -was a notable swing 'to the--
··-·-
•e~hod . for __ accounting purpose-a. 
-
In· comparing the·· 19,So and 
19.$2 editions of Accounting Trends and Techniques, 
}i_;o,~. . .• • . • . .. ·_. ..· ... - -c·~• .. ,l,>,ot) C - •,•••J/O~.;f4,,~I\ r;Jft4PJ'•~~~~iJ : >- -
.- ·centage of companies making use of LIFO in whole or in part 
increased ·from 19% to· 31%. 
was Q'tterc.oming the inertia«. of past ·inventory practices,. 
\ ' . 
~d an increasing.ntimbel' of companies were adopting LIFO, 
-~tP 1 ts scientific. apprQach to income determination.-
. ].Van Pelt III, "Reasons Why. the Accounting Profession 
Should Encourage a B~oader Utilization of LIFO, 11 PP.•4>2• 
1$3. . .. 
i 
,' -· 
-_ ·-· ,.,,~ ·.··• ~~ ·:_,-· ·. 
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~,- ,CH.AP~ II ,_ 
-·. THEORY , OF LIFO = 






' . After p~:tefly looking over the history of I,IFO, the . :-:--· 
. ". . 
.. 
r$asoning lies-be}jtnqiii; and what .. it--can do~that.tbe other.-. . ··----- -------···· ' .. . . . ----.. 
· -·-·1nvento·ry costing methods· cannot. ·: 
·_. Many .peopl_e fail to under~tan.d_that the LIFO--concept · 
.; ' 
l'•, 
. -) .ls no·t· coneerned '~i-t.lt .. ,the ·physical· .flow oi "inventory _goo_'1so 
- ' .. 
goods sold _t_~t a great erroro To m.alte. things clee.r .from the 
. 
. ' - - . 
~·J·t·· 
- - . ' 
-
- -·----------s-t·art·, ·trFo_·mak(is·-~·no claim whatsoever to coincide with the_ 
-
.. physical tlow or· inventoryol -~LIFO· is interested _in' the flew· 
·of: ce>sts not in the movement of goodso · 
... 
To get at the real reasoning behind LIFO, past develop•. 
· ~nts must again be examinedo In the past, _the liquidation 
-value was used as the basis ot v~lue.tion .for a . .firmo .However, 
~!th _the expansion in manufacturing,-- advertising, ·and: :the size 
; _gt iflrms, the ngoing' concern" concept came upon the scene and ~ - ' . . 
... 
-~endered the liquidation value useleaso This concept turned 
to.historical·cost as:its basis of valuation. It was ar- .:- · · 
2Myron-- J.- ··Gordon, •·''The riran~gerial Use of Data Obtain-
able In- .conjwnct!on with LIFO,"_ T1l! _AccoJ!_ntins Review - · 














Ii.·-.- ·: ...... . I· .-·. :, 
I . .. .· ·.·.·, 
",, 
·:;.,· ... ,--,·. 
1'. ..... ; 
- ... 








or sale price or liquidation price-eawas concluded to in-
dicata earning power and thtts. provide the most uEretul in- -. . . 
. 




.... ;:.~.··'~ . 
Ex• 
_poseci to .this _pe.eitsiound,· 1t :bad .. to follow that. the I adv~-
. catea of LIFO wo'iild ta.lee ·the position of recognizing no 
. realized prot!t or loss resulting from mere fluctuet1~na 
·' " 





· _ ,:in the ., .. value of assets a firm must continue. to ovin in order · 
- · .. to be a "goi11g concern.II _-._. Opposed to wl1a.t many ·poop.le think, 
. 
-~·•!l't·~t~SaFiss have a deep--roote4~ bM.is~.-~ai;i4.:~~;\~~ .nnt -~reated as a . • .... ,, -•. ,•, ., ., •.,.. ... 
ta~ gi~ick. 
. -·} 
After a business beca111e looked upon as a going con-· 
earn,· , -!ct followed that the emphasis .would shift .:from the . ' .,._ . . 
. . ' -.- ' ·- . --
- ' . . . 
, ............ -' 
·b$.lance sheet 'to the income sta.temento A balance.-sht3et .. clay is 
--... - ·now recognized as.but one of the .many'··events··1ntha-· history 
r,f a concern.1 On--the contrary, the. revenuf) accounts· ~over 
the e11tire trading period and· thus contain the relevant in-
formation on the ope:t.,ation of the fir.mo 




·1ztg period causea··a:n-overslftitement.~ot--pro-fit ··1rt . another pa- .. ' 











R' . . . . . 
tl\·q.:;' . . ;i :. 
. '. /' ~· 
.· 
~';;;~j:-~ ~-:· ,, 
l'·.·.-.... ·;,·.c~::. . : . :1.· ' 
,.~. : · .. 
~~~ ' . . . -. ' ( ,· 
' \ --~ ." .. "' ' 
¥. 
• ' ·_;......! 
~~~~~--?~~~~~~i~~?:·~·.~:==~~~-:~:~~~~~l"~~--
: . ·, 
. . . •- . . •. . . . ' -··-- -
'ill.&Jf<.:1,•l9 ... :-4--=....:--.-....-----....... - .... -.--.... :·.:_ - ~ -- ----
•. c.. 
t:·,:-' 
... -• . - - -- .. 
. ·-·-------· ··--~ .. ----
,, 
··-·---··· 
----·- ~-- - ----·-·- •'" 
! •• \ -·· 
~>, .( •- .··· - --- ·::-:-
: 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
·.conservatism 'in the. balanc.~ sheet and, at the same time, a 
'. . 
. .. .. 
. : . 




·_..:. :._ --·-~_-,';.:,·.;.· ... ___ .:--
t.i ;v-_~ 
f:.:: 
.·· ... -.. 1-~~ 
·~;~Ji' 
.-: LIFO adheres to. the pffociple .· of conserv:9.~ism and also --··.~ '. .-f 
·.presents .the 0 rea1•1 p~t1ts .. by handling the-:lJ_ase. inventory as··-· 
... · ... '• l 
. an investment,o In the ba;Lance sheet .the inventory is de- · 
-· 
tined to consist of a· base sto_ck and ot layers, with ee.'ch -
....... #": .. 1-_ • 
component valued at the ·cost prevailing in .. the ;1,e·ar it waa· 
, ded to the stock. 
= ~~''• •.. .• •• 
. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 
. - . . . . : .• 
sometimes ·called, remains pe~~nent in distant and unknown 
dates in the nast. . 
. . . . . 
. • del."ived from· the. "going concern'' concept .. -necessarily die .. 






Since concerns expand,-· 1t .1s ~·'reasonable· to record the ln- . I 
. 
. 
.v,stmant 1n· additional inventory at .. the: cost of· ·the. n~w layer, 
. . 
1'1tth the·· 1nvestment in the already-a-xis ting stock rems.in:tng \ _ 
as .the cost of ·that ... investment. On the other band whEJn firms 
· ~~ntract, it· seems logical to ·v1ew ·this .ail ·a decrease in the 
) . . 
' ·- fl:rm' $ ~;·..;: .r,cent.. acquia:l.t!ons. .{ ... · 
























. - n5'::C::c"> .· " ~-~-"~~~ . ~--~_':;:;.._ __ ~----~ _-
.. __ \ : :1' 
. 
-
____ _._ - -- ~~ - ---
'f:·:- ·,:; 
=- "' .. '.·. ·. __ . 
.·, .. 
"'i 
-~ .. ··,.J·· • 
· . inve·ntory is· held· torr the purpose of realizing. i profit . . from its liquidation a sh_ort .. period henceo · Conaequentl7, 
---'----V· th~inves-tment---·-in-·--i~entoJ.'1Y. ~enaairuf' at- -relatively -!'ixej , - - ,.. . 
-. 
value~:, :-and ~n ~ne11jease ·1n. the_ value of the inventory which 
Wf3.S on hand .at the st"s.rt is not looked -upon as: an incre.ase 
·1n- tbe ·c9~c;~rn•s ____ prot.1ts.1-.· 
Thus, the LIFO method separates the illu:iory inven-
torJ" -p~.Qflt from the opere.ting; .. ~ro~!t.•' Pr~fl;t's .. ~dl~ilaing . . . 1, ...... 
~ 
. :from fluctuations in the monetary values . of inventories -· 
- ·-----tnte recognized as 0ttnreal1zed, n while thoaa profit3_ arising ___ _ 
~---·-
. trom lnvent·o~y liquidation ar~~ ]..Ctbe_led as 11raal1zed~'r~ -~ougb. .-..._____ . . :'''' .; .· . ,..::: . . . -- - . -
.· 
. .. ··\ 
. 
th~s differentiation, LIFO permits a morE) aQcura.te present-
; 
If the purposes of.management aJ:Je to be 
~ea.t served., then it is agreed that· the so-called capital 












i - .• t:=c:::' 
-rti 
~c.ome. One ,of the ·1arge, non .. r<,curring_capi~-~~-- s~3.~~~Jihc)Jl_ ------------------·· 
' mixed in with the other operat1ng·profits--m1ght p~int a 
. 
. 
. 10,und, financial picture ou~. of_ 'an othart·1isa unsound tinan• . . . I.• 
... · ---i . 
~ial p·osition. Also,· the elimination of the ·e_apital ga1Ji$· 
. - - ----·-- -- . 
. , ,· -
~ ;·;, .:.·~ l ... ~i~ f:, Li 
r~· ; + -:> .. 
, 
-, 
,, ... .,, 
_, -__,_ .-···::··.-_,_ .. 
... ---~ 
... 
J . i • 
• 
. ~ J ..,.... : • .• •.:!.· ~·.~---=::-17 said bJ bua1neaamen tha~c- they need 9 d!fterent coats tor 
\ l different purpos.es." 
I 
LIFO--since it -implicitly or explicit-· ,_ 
·1,- differentiates income from operatior.s, the "ull~fHil1zed" 
gain on the inventory carried through the year. the "realized" 
gain on the inventory liquidated, the investment in the in-~ 
vento·l"Y, -and the curren-t cost or the inventcry--can act as a 
most n~lpful fool in enabling management to satisfy this need. 
If this data is desired, LIFO can be an eminently uaatul 
technique in providing the ird'ormation. 
~---
-~~1"$~~ ... ·~---~t'~;i. •l 
·«V :1eart a1-::: ~-!PO thee ~ ls found 1n the method• a 
emphasis on the flow of costs-. The law often lays stress 
on ''values" and "valuations" rather than on co·sts a'nd the 
process of accounting for costs, and thus appears to ignore 
the concept of continuity. On the oth,r ~~9,the accountant 
must deal_ primarily with the administration of. the affairs 
of a continuing business institution, and thus accordingl7 
emphasize the flow of costs and the interpretation of 
assets as balances ot unamortized costs. Under the LIFO 
method, the underlying ass-umption is that costs flow 
'·' 
according to • s'pec1f1c pattern. 2 LIFO assumes tha.t the 
la·test costs are· the r~rst to be charged to production and 
\~ •• 11 
i I -' 1 ' 
.~ 
~ ~ 








.~ ~ ]{ ·t 
;Ut. }~ ~·;~:· 
th,n to sales r~s@rdless or how the goo~_ themsel»_:e.fb.~Q·~-- ·. ·-=::~~~ ·==··= ·=·~ - - . ··:-~··---~--· -~--· - ~-=-·~ .. ·~- ·-_:_~--=-=-~::_~~-~--=-~-_;. ___ :=:.:=~~..:.....;..;~..;--~~~;~~:· - -· -------- ~------ ~-·--~-· -·~--~----~-------- -~-·--·--~-
·· ....•....••. :. ~. "~±!~ ·the~.a~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~:'~~~i: __ ... - __ --. ---·-·-- ··-- - --:-·~···-·-··--... - --.----····---. ···-·-----·--·--- ·-




rl~/:···:_·.• • .. .. -. -.· 
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,'::f'ft;.ft}'irtt?i '. )'. , ··
·-
~-.·.·_._,.·_,· · .. 1 ..·. ..:::.·~ 
- -- ':..~\ 
1· ,,- • . . • . ·,·),~ ~-~,, ,. \ 
O '• " --JI ,,~ -·, ,t .f, 
• :-·, } .., iC- ~ • - ",.,': ... 
•, •I ~':, ~<°l 
I\.' ~.,. ~: 
, ·\ .. ~. 
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fii: determ.tnat1on 0.t ~ppPOpttlatl9 income ti'gUl'I~. Ita logtca1~-~ - -~ ~- - -l' 
.rnr solution in arriving at ·current profits is to use cui-rent /' · ttl' 
001t1 in ·comparison to current sales. Therefore,· J..n a { 
period ot high prirces,. sales should be matched· against 
b1.gb costs, and in a period of low prices, sales would be 
•tched against low costs. 
This matching of current costa with current revenue 
. -· 
stems from the realization of the fictitious profits which 
,. -· 
evolve from the sale of a good purchased at a lower pri~~ 
.., .. ., .. · .•.• ; ~~v~ .-.., -~ .: ~!D5$¥i)£1 111.r "Ff ,, ,,- .. -. . than today• s s elltng pr1·cea o Since it will be necessary 
to pay $ much higher price tor eplace those sold, it is ,, .. ,, 
r m.ore reasonable to agree that the added cost ot malntaini~g 
inventories should be charged against the present year•s 
operations. For profit and los~ computation, all pric,a 
are brought to ~ .current basis. 
In summary then, since LIFO~•as it bas come to be· 
accepted--is a cost-flow concept in the determination ot 
income, and not an assumption as to the floa of boods, it 
should be a sound method for all t7Pes or·- companies to use, 
but particularly those whose inventories are significant in 
. ,. 
amount, and whose pro~ucts and costs are susceptible to 
___: - ---~=~-- ---· --·------· -·· -----~----- --- -~------·--·-·-- ..... • ------------.------.----- ·,--
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.IBGUIERTS AGAINST, LIPO . / I: i~? ' ,.J. .-
Bo accounting method has all good po'inta, or till- bad 
points_. ADJ' contiaoversial concept has · 1ts weaknesses, and I 
i LIFO r is no exi,efStlon to this rule. There are many well-
known accountaµts who do-not find LIFO to their liking. 
Certainly they object to the furthe:r us·e or ·LJFO ·because 
they reel 1 t is not performing 1 ts accounting :fun t1f.?'1S . 
p-rope:r!.7. ..... . . Through serious thought and- 11 
of these accountants opposed to LIFO can pre~ent strong 
arguments against its use. These arguments, if brought out 
and evaluated properly, can enable everyone to better under-
.-
-
stand the issue being discussed. The more noteworthy argu-
ments against LIFO are described in the following paragraphs. 
One of the ~nitlal arguments brought against LIFO 1a 
t~Jt _1t- .. d1vorces itself from ···real. ity if it differs .f ro'm the 
, 
' 
I issue practice of goods in the warehouse, shop, or store con-
cerned.1 For instance,t-the issue practice may l;>e FIFO (first-
. 
. in, tira.~-out) while the stock pricing method is LIFO. A num-
·r 
. --- _, ____ .. __ ··--.. ·=-,..-... ·.cc.-===--=c-··· --=-c--_.-c.-------·- ...• -~. -- _-_.:_--c-_,_.-__ ----=----=="'---c----:-o=-.-.c-...:c:c;-cc----c-.·.----- ---'---- -- --·- - - - - ·-
-
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1asue· prac,tice was FIPO--;- then LIPO would distort the tradi!\8 
results over a \vide range of stocks •. Another figu_re unrelated 
.-
tq-the racts--not the cost of goods actually sold--would then 
be -shc,wn by the trading account. The profits would be arti• 
! 
-· ' ' t1c1ally lqwered and rates or gross profit and percentages 
would be upset, spoiling, tor instance, the auditor's teat 
check on stock and tu~~over. 
A second line ot reasoning against LIPO 1a that 1t 
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accounting pr1nc1~.d to suit the occasion. If a reserve 
tor possible future losses on inventory stocks is suggested 
by prudent financial policy, this has no beaMns·at all on 
the cost of goods sold. Where price rises continue after 
the period to which a set of accounts relate, under LIFO 
there is in effect an undisclosed reserve created by the 
greater charges to .qost of. goods sold carried into the trai-
ing account by its simple device of undervaluing the stock 
on hand. The increasing cost of stock replacement is not 
Justification tor LIFO. It the contingency of a squeeze on 
tuture profits does e.xist,""a reserve should be created in 4;;;.·· 
II place of the LIFO charge to trading profits. 
· I 
reinvestment in simile~ i tems.--lla.s-no be&Ping en whether a prot ... 
·-~ll : --
~-'. l . -
-
.. ---~--~-. ---Ii 
_ - ~l'~r
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lJf. was -or -_was not_real"lzed -on the inv~stmQnt .and l1qll1d• 
11tlon o~· 1 te~ __ previousiy held. Thus· "unrealized protit't-..-
• •~T -
~.- l}tbe dif ter~nce in value between inventory at the beginning - . ~ . 





(·and end of period--ia a misleading description or the situ--
. ~-l ----..:__ 
ation. 
Tbroug}l the pr1nc1p:J.e of "unr~alized -profits, n. LIFO 
,. 
. 
-~ achieves o_pe ot its main purposes-:~the. stabilization ot ... -
profit-a. - t.iFO tends to equalize prorits during a cjcle ot _ 
years in wh1Ch pricec rise and ... .t:,.~1.1 .·. ···· ··:· \, 1zat1on un-
der LIFO comes from matching the ·1atest costs with current 
.. revenues. When prices are high, matching latest high cos ta 
with current revenues yields less profit; and when pric,~1;1 
are low, matching latest low costs with current revenue 
yields more profit. In opposition to the above method, it 
1.a stated in Accounting Research Bulletin No_. 32 that an 
important objective of income presentation should be the 
avoidance of any policy of income equalization. 
Despite the above statement, LIFO continues to aclvo~· 
r 
. cate stabilization ot profits, and as a result of this, pro-
\ 
\ 
duces two -effects which are- immediately apparent. The first 
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~ .i.. . tb,eae _ tacts and thus fail .to reflect good or_ bad .manageme-nt, 
.,'e;• 
whatever tlle case 'may beo l Thus, it .is not a question ot 
' 1aolat1ng or earmarkillg these gains or leases £or special 
treatment or qiseloaure; the LIFO method s11nply ignores 
them and leaves no trace of them in th\ financial EJtntement1. 
H. B. Arthur once stated that inventory prof.its cannot be 
converted into cash profits \vithout · a net liquidation of 
inventories 2 
-· _;_ - -- - - ·- .. -· -- .. - --·· - -· .... 
This st_at_~ment. _makes -abundantly -e-lear----the--e-z--·. 
· tent to which LIFO depends on a crude "cash balance'' concep_t 
of profit without rerarence to chG,nges in other asse·~s or 
debts. Thus LIFO, while assigning a nonexistent stabilitJ 
to. earnings and to inventories, suppresses realized narket 
g~1ns and losses. 
The second ette.ot·. of LIFO•a stabilizi~ process 1a 
1ts gross understatement of inventory values among the assets 
in the balance sheet in periods of rising prices o .3 Along 
· with the understatement or inventories, total reported assets 
•nd reported proprietary investment are also corresponding~y 
and progressi.vel7 understated. The defense ot LIFO must then·· 
.. 
take the uncomfortable form of a:- defense of a statement of · 
financial position which is kno.,n to be inaccurate, and, what 
r·· 
.. , 
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11 known but ac.~allJ undisclosed, !h1a tJPe of ~etense la 
put t'orward in many forms and under numerous guises. Prob-
~ ably the most common form is the often repeated assertion 
that the income statement is more important ,.,than the balance_• :i 
sheet, and therefore· it doesn•t make much difference v;µat ap-
pears in the latter statement. However, still unanswered 1·s 
the important query as to how it is possible to have reason-
abl7 accurate statements ot,income accompanied by a sevies ot 
admittedly inaccurate balance sheets. In other words, the ad-
vocates of LIFO have formulated no theory of income or of tin• 
ancial position which will need the practical test of making 
understan~ble tl:lat· \\hie~ is going on ·in the world • 
One type of argument frequently advanced here in de-
fense ot LIFO states· essentially that a ton of st~~l, tor ex-
ample, has the same economic and business significance todaJ 
as a ton ot steel did last year, and in 1940, and in 1900 • 
This type of primitive economic argument is advanced despite 
the clear re.cognition of changed bu7ing pri,ces for steel, of 
changed selling prices for steel products, of changed market 
cond1~1ons confronting the industry of which the concern is 
a part of changed technology, oage rates, labor relatio~, 
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commodity changes from day to day, in response to a wh~lt -J 
-- - ·--=._-______ _ _____ M_,_,__ _ .,. _____ ,. _____ _. 0 
constellation of forces. Thus, any accounting procedµre ,i 
.. ___ ,.J 
·~· -
-·~ ,, ... ~. ,.·r ·<i 
.·._,! ·t. .;;._'.; 
•· 
\.J:· ' 
..,t/ :i/'. -~· .-~ 
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... "';_ .. , I to- .ti 
,. ___ 
which ·tails to re1'lect in some de·gree the· effect ot th••• 
forces cannot claim to be realis1;1c and practical. 
Band in hand with the second effect or L'IFO•a_ atabl• ... 
·· l1z~t1on process, is tzyo•s 1nv$11d1ty .as a ~e;,thod of adjust-
ment of price level changes !'.or two related reasonso First, 
LIFO fails miserably and completely in making adjustments of 
0' inventory values for any type of price change. Arthur Dean 
has this to say on the point under discussion: "There are, 
1 
. . however, obvious shortcomings to LIFO as a solution to the 
. ~ ' problems presented by the decline in the value of the dollar. 
While it does in certain circumstances have the effect ot re~ 
valuing goods sold iJl terms of depreciat-ed dol1ars, it doe.a -
, so by '"ascribing to unsold goods the o~_r.t moneta;ry costs, re-
sulting in a corresponding undervaluation in terms of current 
dollars of inventories on hand. 111 Now witness also the follow~ 
1ng connnent or Gilman: "While LIFO may accomplish a desired 
ettect on the income statement, it influences the balance sheet 
oppositely, and .. "c:0nceiva.bl7, below the limits or. reasonable 
' conservatism. This effect contradicts our general thesis re-
latiig to decreased purchasing power ot the doliar. It is in-
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i { cU.en'Ci'• financial position.". ! 
In the i,econd place·,. LIFO does not even adjust for 
- ---- 11 
What LIFO doee ., I\ price level changes in the income .s~~tement-. 
do under the procedures usually-::-=prescrib_ecl by its aqvocatea 
is to reflect in cost ot goods sold the· latest cost paid for · 
the specific commodity dealt 1n. These latest costs may or 
..... be cl9se to the ,cµrrent replacement costs ot the com-
··- ! paid may be quite_ different f'rom ·current replacement cost. 
As a consequence, LIFO eliminates. onl1 an unde_termined part 
,-ot the effects of sp.ecific price fluctuat1o·ns. But even it 
1t 1s conceded that LIFO, on the average. does eliminate the 
ettects ot fluctuations in the prices of specitic commodities, 
the problem of the etfect of price lev·e1 changes is still left 
unsolved. The price movements of any given commodity bear no 
necessary re~atlonship to the movements of tlle general price 
..2 level or its reciprocal, the purchasing power of the ,o.+~ar. 
., -Still another debatable attribute ot LIFO is its pr0!9 
viding of economic stability through its presentation ot oiµ.7 .. 
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o1alma in re·gard to promoting business 1tabillt7f ·· .. In general, 
. 
-
economic stab111t7 requires that LIFO act in such a wa7 th.a.ta 
(ll it does not boost inflationary pressures, during a period 
of r1a-1ng price~, and (2) it does not operate to in~rease the 
volatility -ot ···the lnventory cycle;. On the other h8.l.'ld, · 1.r LIFQ 
adds impetus to inflationary forces, or if it accentuates--the 
swings of the-~inventory cycle, then 1t cannot be rightly called 
a stabilizing factor w1 thin the eco~om,. Before pr_oceeding t-o 
the example illustrating the above, it should be po_i t 
·-"~ ,.,... .,, .. ~.~~~-~,~- ' 
·•, that inventory investment has. tbe··--largest and most vo· 
tluctuations_of any component of private gross capital form• 
ation.1 · It ·1s· ·believed that LIFO valua~t~n does not_) dampen, 
but.rather increases, the volatility of the inventory. cyci,e. 
,. In ad_dition, this tendency is accented J:>1 the fact that the 
secular price level, since LIFO became legall.7 permissible, 
has had an upward trend. 'I 
. The exampl.e on this point is the copper h,ldustrJ iii 
19SS. In the ye_ar 19SS, there was onl7 .enough copper ava11 .. 
able to supply current industrial requirements. RoughlJ 
90,000 tons more copper were needed to (1) build up deple1;ed 
inventories in order to bring them into line with current 
- . -~:- i . 
'1~ 
.· .  
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were on a LIPO basea.:.,.Qt determining-~iventorJ" cost.1 
!Jlws, the increased demand for copper caused its p.ric·ea· 
to soar, mainly towards the end of the yearo However, ,.. 
the heart ot !the-----story 1s that discussions with trade 
sources and studies or newspapers and trade journals 
--- ------ -- -·-sugges:t-ed·--th·a:t~·thtf=-tlpwaro.~~presaure: 6n·-irur_p_r_ices··-cliarge_4 
bJ smel·ters for reprocessed copper during the last third 
of 19SS was caused mainlJ by buying to build up LIFO ''base 
' ' 
stocks." That is, 30.,000 of the 90,000 ton shortage of 
copper during this period was not a real demand, but an 
artificial demand-caused by the fact that, except for West-
ern Electric Company, the large producers and fabricators 
were on.a LIFO basis and bad fiscal years ending on Decem-
ber 31 • All in all, LIFO inventory policies in copper were 
determined by the artificial relationship developed above. I'll' point then is, that LIFO makes invent·ory investment even 
more volatile and creates a situation that accents, rather 
than mitigates, the undesired effects of business fluctu-
ations by creating inflationary pressures that would other-




1,.. _____ ,---In general, there are other arguments against LIFO 
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•. ' Ibey attempt -to show that_ LIFO ·does not adjust for p:rice 
l.evel .. ;.~l,~g3a and furthermore, l!n the case of copper at 
. ' \,. 
l'eaat, its creation of -a \.greater s.tabillty of earnings 
appears to increase--11ot reduce--investment d~ring -~ 
Ff>> 
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to the'. actual physical flow of goods. In · regard -tc;·- !ts-
"unrealized profi'ts 11 theory, LIFO is again in error. 
the world in which we live, prices do go up and down, 
;"'~, pfiot1ts do ci.ange f'rom 7ear'*) to year, and dividends do 
In 
as a result, stockholders and tax collectors ma7 
misunderstand· what is.: g'?ing on under this ll1ethod. In 
.. '}.,-
1,ummar.y:, LIFO shuts its eyes toreality and presumes a 
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·' ,~, DEFENSE: OF LIFO 
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-After being soundly attacked b7 those obviousl7 not 
r·'l' 
1n favor of -1 ts use, LIFO should now be given an. oppor·tuni ty 
to defend itself. Probably the best way --or doing this is to 
~-. 
further analyze the points made_e.g~inst it in the preceding i .. ~ .... 
chapte:r. In this chapter then., satisfactory exp1a.nat1oP.s 
tor the previous accusations made againa~ LIFO will be ex-
&mined • . ' 
_To begin wi"th, one of the ch~ges ,made against LIPO 
is that lt does not report the actual tacts if the issue 
practice of inventory goods ia on a FIFO basis •. Th~·s·; the 
cost of goods sold figure und,er LIFO is not the actual cost 
of the specific goods sold, but is a fictitious figure. Al-
though the above statements may necessarily be true, one 
. ·, 
major point is overlooked. As elaborated in the theory 
section, LIFO is a cost-flow concept. It makes an assumption 
as to the pattern or costs-flow, but definitely does not assume 
1 th~t the inventory goods flow according to this same pattern.--
<) The movement of stock could be NIFO, HIFO, or any other method, 
--·-·-·--·--··--··---·-·---
______ ., __ v,_ __________ , _
_
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· A. second. line of attack on LIFO 1a aimed at 1ts 
•'1nreal1zed income"·concept.· It is sai.d that LIFO is not 
justified ·1n excl~ding capital gains and losses fro,n the 
income statemanto - The· "unrealized income." concept is a .-
very misleading description, since income is earned at the 
time·,of sale or collection regardless of future investment, 
or 11qu1dat1ons.1 From the above. it 1s obvious that there 
is disagre~ment on just'when° income is realized. The thing 
boils down to one main point--the, a.rg,..1~'a!'ts pro and c·on about .; 
the soundness of LIFO are based upon different concepts ·of 
income. 2 The question is not w~~ther LI-FO is perfo1"-mill8 1ta 
,,. 
accounting functions effic1entlJ• but whether. LIFO is J1Aat1• 
tied in doing what it is supposed to do. 
Therefore, if the opposi.11g factions here ~re to come 
to some resemblance ot agreement, th~Y-... ~ai, ___ ~ir$.~ iet to the 
basis of the whole issue and decide on a ;~mmaii ~eept of 
income. Shoulil income represent profits which reflect la,-
~ ":""~· est costs against current sales and which in rea-ltty are 
· available for dist~ibution (LIFO basis) or be .a ~-~mbina.tion· 
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; represents tha changing value ~~~ a continuing investment 1D 
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·-----··- ·-•-. ~ a trend toward·. ad(?pting. LIFO in the. last two ·decades, -it 
would app~ar that there is a narrowing of the eonCApt ot [ 




- ' . 
profit ·to mean actual available or r~ali;ed income.1 T""ne 
-great majority or industries recognize that profits re-
.. -~ 
·fleeted undbr LIFO are more realistic. In .a. period of 1-D• 
flation such as the one bu~iness has been experiencing for 
the last. several years, it is important that the high cor-
-porate taxes are relat,int to -only the ttreal pr_of'itstt ot. the 
business tirm. ·<1 
While still dwelling on the· theory ot income itself, 
it is particularly significant to note that the United states 
Department of Commerce;, in its determination of na:tionel btts1-
ness income, develops inventory valuation adjustments which, 
in effect, put all industry on a LIFO basis. Page thirty-
nine of its 1951 income supplement makes the following state-
. ·1.-;-: .. .
ment: "The LIFO method of inventory accounting yield~ .. ~~'.'.9. ··"·'· ,._,, . ., ........ 
• • •c '• •, •, ,, •, 1 • , l,, •\ ·~ ,, I,• < 'r ~ ' , • ' ', • ', ,,,, • .. ,,,, ,,• .. 
su1ts most akin to national income pr'actice. 11 · In other words, ···--·-
to determine income on a sound bas!~,_ the Department or Com:•· ... 
nprce feels it necessary to ·exclude from income any amount~ .. -· .. 
which result from mere price fluctuatio~ in continuing in• 
:.ventory investment. If action 'Speaks louder than v,ords,' then 
1, 
~---- -- --~--: . ~--··- --- - --------
,-· ~ . 
... -·- ------ -- ----~-
----··-·--·--------- ---------- --
··-··········--·------
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.• -c, ' '}'
7j, ~f1:I ~--1;NcA~y, "'l'.be (Jase FQrLIPO," pp.· 69l~~93, 
··· ·~ 
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Another of the paramount ar~en\s aga1ruft LIFO 11 
!ta producing of a supposing~y unde.s1rable e_!'fect· on the 
balance sheot. LIFO is blamed for creating a "conse~vative.11 
,. income statement at the expanse of a non~ractual balance 
sheet. It is -said that LIFO•s inventory ve.ltta on the ba.l•' 
ance sheet weakens--if it does not dest1~oy--the pos_s1b111t7 
of compar1nf$ published financial stSJt~ments of dii'.ferent 
companies, or even more important, the possibility of com~ 
paring .financial statements of one company over a period ot , ~~, .. 
J'~&rs. 1 Furthermore, many financial ratios cannot be CON- 0 ., 
iectlJ calculated. For example, the calculation of inventory 
!,t '·i....,, . turnover involves a comparison of cost of goods sold or ot 
sales, on the one hand, with inventory, on the other. Since e 
the inventory figure bears no relationship to current con-
ditions, the calculation of inventory turnover in such case• 
is a useless exercise in arithmetic. A similar effect is 
observable with respect to the current ratio, and other ana.-
lytical devices involving inventor1 data._. I~ this respect 
then, t.he usefulness of published financif!l ,t~'t~me_nts ihaa 
diminished through the use of LIFO. 
> How true are the above charges? Does LIFO really de-
operation of LIFO 
•,w,,.,,-~••-·--·---·•-.. -----·--""._"_, .... ,n••-~-- -- ·-·-----·----· 
1.oonitz, "The Case Ag~_imt LIFO," _pp. 683~87. 
--:·· 
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" 1n the · 1ticom.e statement prevents the construction of a 
-··-··, ·"···. ,r . 
. bala.,ce-she~t · ln· which 1nvento~ies are expressed at act~l 
cost levels. Also, the above statement on ~he inadequacJ. 
ot the i,l).ventory ~~nover 1a not entirely realistic., since 
turnover 1ft based on the relation or .the average .,.fnve·ntory 
to cost of sales; and it is obvious tb.@~ the determination 
of the -~nventory average must be based upon cur-rent costs-~ <....::,., ... ,_'- ' . . .. • . 
~,tng the year, t9 match current cost of sales. 
As mentioned ·before, the _current values of the LIFO 
inventory can be disclosed on the balance sheet even though 
LIFO is used in the profit and loss statement.1 Instead ot 
ruling- out LIFO, which is generally considered b7 the major-
1t7 or industry as more correctly ret1ecting innome, steps 
can l>e taken to express the two major financial_ statements 
on a curr~nt value basis. These steps--which will be dia-
cussed later--can do much to overcome the main inadequac1. 
of LIFO. and al~o increase the usefulness ot all published 
financial statements, as we11·as the profit-and-loss s~ate-
menta, 
• Still anotb.er accusation ll18,de agairiSt LIFO is its in-
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tntluences the bala·nce 11heet below the ilmlts ot reasonable 
conservatism. Furthermore, ·LIFO does not ·use replac~ment ~· -· 
costs and consequently does nq_t even adjus:t· tor price .level 
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'··.-:·: .. ______________________ y_p_o~ a_th<?_roµ_gh~ _examination __ Q_f LIFO. thE!.9.~L!p.is~ pre~---- -~·:·-;ff,:~ 
ceding accusation also proves to have . no valid basis. None if'.~ 
ot LIFO•s advocates beli~ve that LIFO is _the solution to the I 
price level problem.11 .· However, it should be mentioned that f)t 
·p-:o~,-;:; ,c:; 
.:\":.'.:··_:,; 
~~1.;~:~ 1n a later chapter LIFO will be suppiementea w1 th price in-
.}t) 
.. 
dexes in order to provide a satisfactory remedy to th~a pro-
-
blem. Also, LIFO makes no claim t-o $Ubstitute replac.ement 
cost for historical cost of sales~2 rt simply matches the 
-~- -~-latest incurred costs against sales, rather than the earli-
est. In ·other words, in a rising market it charges the add-
ed cost of carrying tbe same inventory -necessary to continue 
I the busin~ss as a charge against operations in the year it 
i 
occurs. Since the inventory cost value has not been in• 
creased when prices go up, there is no. corresponding re-
, t" 
duct1oq need~d when prices go down. Actually~ LIFO do.es 
approach using replacement costs to the extent that the la-
tes~ costs do not lag behind them~ If nothing more can be ,~~~ ~==:=~~~,~~ . -~~~~~~~~l:!\llc~~p~~~~!--~~~~fl~e--~~~~l'--~~-~v~~-5::::::=-;:-,,:.;L ~~~-~:-:~~: ..... ~~~,~-=~~~~~- ·c<I~l1r·--···· -c-.,w.,.M profrt-- tJia1i~-·-thii{'·of FIYO, ·wnlch 7u~e~· ear1·rer- ·co-sts. . ... __ 
.. -~---~< ·---.-J;~t(J . . . . - . . . --
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. one more· point often g.,t>ated __ o:b __ ia whether or not -
LIFO actually does promote ~tab1l1ty 1n tho economy. It . . _,,.,•r..-~·':~,.....· ... , .. 
- .. 
..... ~,l" 
was argue~ that the method has 1ta own. inflationary effects 
and often increases the volatility of the inventory cycle. 
Then the copper industry example showed that the extensive 
application of LIFO there made investment go ur, . ., instead ot 
·-- r. 
·aown, ln a ooom. Before jumping to conclusions on the use-
lessness of LIFO in pertorm.tng this function, however, it 
. is ~e.!' ,,ssary to first take a look at the economic background ·L!</·~ • ff!.. ·M;:t,-ff'':~· ',J:-; 
of the United States, and then decide what inventory me··thod 
best aids the businessman in this environment. 
The tact that the United States is a monetar.J econo111 
that production p~ocesses are roundabout, and that"~gocids are 
manufactured tor distant markets introduces a considerable 
element or unce.rtainty into profit maximizing calculations, 
-
and is perhaps a sufficient reason for the periodic business 
fluctuations with which this economJ is familiar. In deter-
,, () mining the rate o_t production and investment under such con-
ditions, it is readily apparent that ~¥~9~a~1_oli.8 ~lay ·a 
dominant role. 
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ing records dia·tort the "real" -situation, the· magnitude 
-- . 
and-· rreq~ency or business fluctuations may well _be in-
creased as a co~equence . of over-optimistic or over-pe111-
, . l 
mistic expectations. 
It, is- ·~or course impossible t9, estimate to what ex-
-----/ 
. tept the Great Depression would have been alleviated had 41 . 
business policies be-en EWounded upon real rather than mon,7 
values. Nevertheless, business psychology based on adjusted 
income figures could have been quite different from t-h~ . ' 
which actually prevailed during that peri.od. Fron1 t-he pre&• 
ent day knowledge of business cycles, the issue assumes 
greater proportions when considering the cuD:1Ulative and re-
2 inforcing effects on the individual decisions. Pessimism, 
engendered in those sectors of the economy where inventory 
losses are a determining factor, spreads rapidly in the eco-
nomy through the medium of changes in inter-.industry demand. 
'l'he acceleration principle also operates within this frame-
work. From the above background then, it is appare·nt that 
if uncorrected money profits influence ant~cipations at al1--._ 
and empirical observatt.on indicates that they do to a great 
degree--both booms" ··and 'depressions te~~ tQ 'b~ over-a~ant-
l 
. Van Pelt III, "Reasons Why The Accounting PrQfe~sion 
- -~~Ene-eur-age··A--Broader Utilization o:t l'..IFO," PP• 452• 
--·- -··- ·-
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recording hieto~1cal cost. The probl~!I!- ~~ to find which 
,.,·-~ of the two main inventory coetir~ msthods--LIFO. or FiFO-- ~--,.----
beat counteracts the effects of a business cycle. This 
can be best done by comparing· the impacts of the two. methodl 
- 1 on the income account. ,· ' 
', 
I ' 
There is ·a -normal pat~ern ot r1si~g costs during pe-
riods· of rising prices and when selling prices are squee~ed, 
costs have a tepdenc7 to fall. Since the basic concern of 
Ill .... , ..... industry is continuity ol~ operation, LIFO approximates a 
matching of current sales with the replacement costs of the. 
inventories consumed in making such sales, and thus prov idea 




~ -- "" 
the results of operations.2 Contrary to this, the FIFO 
method accentuates a lag wherein replacement costs of a 
prior period are charged against current saleso This lag 
factor accentuates depression psychology because quant1t1e~ 
•\! ,\ 
,,·J r.. . 
of sales tall off as prices weaken; and the reduced rnunber 
·-·-· ~t unita sold, when combined with margin squeezes due to rl~-~~ 
H -~ ::::::~n ~r:::8:o::::d:e::: ::::::1: :::: :u:::e:: :a 
,,''"===-::J.01 reflected in operating results. When these conditions are F?.: 
. 1~ < ••••••• ··~~ ~~--~~ 
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Gove, "The Advantages ot the LIFO Metho4," p, 36. 
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to mar'ket.,. w&en lower than cost, if •ould al1110at •PP•~ 
•<r•,., ...... ,-.. ("• l'?'t-, •··· 
I that advocates of FIFO must feel that the more drastic 
the depressTon ... psychology, the better the. ultimate effect 
on the economy. 
Unl!Jte PIFO,.-LIFO tries to "offset the economic 
- t - . . 
effect ot forces be,end the control ot managen.,.ent, and. 
recognizes that to the extent an investment in inventor7 
"" ' 
...... ;,~~-· """'' ' is required, the value assigned to this investment should 
not be allowed to fluctuate and thereby affect t,rofits 
-1 for the one-year intervals within a business cycle." 
Although they realize LIFO is tar from a cure for busineaa 
cycles, .. pr9ponents of it feel tha~ this stability it pro-
- -
motes--11' the method is widely used--might tend to stabil-
ize bu~iness profi~ generally and thus be of real benefit 
to the social and economic structure. In concluding, one 
thing must be said. in LIFO's favqr concerning econo~c 
staJlility. Differing from FIFO, LIFO at least does not 
usually accentuate a boom or depression. 
. -------·-· ---·-·-·--·- ·------- ... ______ ~----------· -·-- ---'-~ 
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LIFO AND FIFO · 
Following the defense of LIFO and its section on 
the comparative· advantage_s or LIFO and FIFO in promoting 
--
" .nomic stability, it is proper to now show the resultant 
profit and tax figures from the use of each method on dei-
,. ---·~-t.nite periods· of our country• s_ .. h!story. Fr-om these illuaa , ,--- -
trations, one can see which method better copes with sueh: 
eoonomic forces· as pri~e-level changes. In addition it may 
be made quite clear which meih.o~_would better the financial 
position of a concern in a period of inflation,_· similar to 
the one in existence nowo Although .it is true that no two 
business cycles are exactly oimilar, they do tend to have 
similar characteristics and thus enable deductions to be I 
I 
. \ ~ ) made. Before proceeding to t}\e illustrations., it is nee••~,. 
\ 
am, to clear up a few points regard'ing LIFO and its .recog-
nized tax advantages. ----
The statement bas been often made that LIFO 1s merel7 
a tax dodge and, except for this factor, would never have 
... 
been utilized in the first place. Any 1neres.se in 1t·s pop-
. _ularitJ__is_ __ because. of t:tl.~ t~ @g'?'~§Se-~~-1!- !O_nt:_e.rso __ \'ib.11e. -______ ----------..c.== 
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:•<c.· . 'J;.;•:}::- mendous bearing on anything which deals with the determin-
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'I 
_________ at ion ot income, the tax picture can ha.rdl7 be considered. 
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ae· the primarJ reason for the use of. LIP0.1 !'hose who 
advance such an argument overlook, fl.rat, the, past history 
of LIFO, and also the business. principles that .underlie ita 
origin. 
t.Phe act, which 1n1 t1ally made the uaa ot LIFO- wide•· 
spread to any extent, was Section 219 of the Revenue Act of 
····1939. This piece of legislation retroactively·-amanded S&c- · 
tion 22 ( d-) ot the Internal Revenue Code for taxable year a 
attar December 31, i9.38 in tho following'tasiiion: .. ·- ..... ·~ (1) LIFO 
was no longer limited to any particular group, but now ex-
., tended to taxpayers using it and applying for it; (2) per-
mission was granted to employ the· method for all-goods--
whether raw material, goods in process, finished goods--or 
onl7 to a special category; (3) the amendment specified 
that LIFO, if elected, must be cons1atently adhered to in 
all subsequent periods; and (4) an exce~dingly restrictive ,. 
clause required that all statements of the firm's position, 
such as credit statements, applications for bank loans, and 
·1nterim reports to stockholders, be based on the LIFO niet~94~ 2 
In invalidating the accusation that LIFO was adopted 
. . 
.... - ... - ···---
as a tax gimmick, the above LIFO tax legislation was. ef.fe~_te~--- -------~--:/i? 
...:.... .. .:.....:~ 
-·· --------··-·--·-·- -· --·-·-- ----·------
----· -- --------------- - ;;~. 
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1van Pait III, "Reasons Why The Accounting Profession Should Encourage a Broader Utilization of LIFO, 
- -lj.;9 ~ . ~ 
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2wa1ter, "~ast-In, First-out," pp, 63 .. 75, 
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high tax rates. Buaineaa object1vea had to1te~-~-- ther un~ 
derl1ing -principles, and 1-t was obviously advantageous to 
have the regular .accounting o:f those. who ·'then used the LIPO 
principle similar to the tax account'·1ngo · I~ was for this 
reason that the original pressure to obtain. tax .acceptance ······ ~--·-~ ...... -.. · 
1 arose. -
Another argu.ment 1n the- -tax area ls that LIFO 1• ot 
·· limited usefulness, since the tax picture -is so obscure. 
-~--. ~ . ' There is a presumption that if' LIFO is going to be adopted 
by a cQpipany, such method must ,also be permissible for tax 
,f\~":·"1!· I ' 
purposes for that company. In the light ot actual· thinking 
on the part ot manr concerns, this is not a sound assumption. ---
The consensus is that LIFO accounting gives~ much sounder 
presentation of results of operat1_9ns 'than do other inven-
tor7 ~ccounting methods. To further prove this, many com-
to eliminate price increases from inventoriea--in order to 
state their corporate prof'its more correctly, even though 
~;·-··· 
they deferred its adoption tax-wise because ot an 1nequ1t7 
.. in the tax law setting the beginning cost level as a floor. 
·,. 
.i..- .• ~·~· 
. (, 
t.- __ ,, -···· ... 
' ,--r "')4 
. _..-";/" 
_ _ -----------··-····· . ~======~C·,_;_. i,L . 
. -~---:-~~-_-~:-~:-r+ 
---- . - __ .: ___ t._,_:.-~.: ... - ,:( -
----- -··--···-·----~----_---:-~-·~:~~-
.. 
cannot be denied that the introduction ot·income taxes 1n 
. 
. ·----1;:.,.~:~.,~.\\ 1913 has been a 1Jgniticant factor 1n the development ot 
accountinge It la also obvious that the hig}?.er the tax 
rates--such as resulted during both World war periods and 
as exist at tne present tima--the greater the nead for all 
.. business to have a more accurate method for determination 
.1 .... .,,, 
of realized profit subject to those taxes. Since taxes are 
a primary factor in the disposition of earned income, the 
use of an inventory method ,:v..hic,h !'roduces a r,,ora roaliat!o 
statement of realized income certainly should have wide 
popularity, but since it is something which is available 
to everyone, it can hardly be placed 1n the catfl&Ol'J' ot a 
tax advantage. LIFO ls merely a method of inventory pri-
cing which will result in more nearlJ stating the income 
-~ 
-- which has been realized and is available for distribution 
in taxes, dividends, profit-sharing, and wage increases. 
After demonstrating that LIFO's main use is not as 
a ta~ g1nun1ck, the problem now is to create a model to 
.. " ...... , ---- --~ 
..... ..J~: I';.' 
~how the re~~~;@ 9f LIFO•$ and FIFOts operat.ions 1 1n an 
inflationary period. _.,,,J:---pt'ckEi'd an inflationary instead of 
a deflationary-period, beca~se ~t th~ present this is the . 
. - - -- -· ' - . . - ··- - .- : -- ~ : . ~ "~:- ..... : --- -:-· --· . ~- - -- ----::-~.----i---'=-..:::-.:-::~~::::::·~--~~~~--:--~:==~- ;~ ~. -- -_--:-'-:-. -~~ 
.problem . .our-.. ec onomy---1&-~ted-vli-tho··• . ·-The-· pQ~!J1r~.u.~~~~-IT-.=~~-; »• ••~A-·~·~·-·-,-·~~-~:=~: ... .;.~-~c_ 
. ~····~~·ffffii»"l;"~~~~~~~#~iii::iiii~~ii~~c~~~·=-~~~~zj 
·-· ... · ...•.. t;Jj .. - that would have been good for some period in the past. !~~ 
I:====-=-.. -._,--.. --_-_:::-_:::-..::::-~~·~~7?'1i-::::=r-:-o::_:,::--".':o:-:::-f;:,---i· ·· The -UlOdel will demonstrate the ·c1urerence in net proi'it• ; 
r.·.·._
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and c~ently the diff~l"ence in tax 11ab1Ut1ee 
1Dg from· th&· use of the riva-1--methods •. 
occur .. 
. ... 
Before 11.~~strating the results, it is imp.erat1ve 
to discover what .important variables combine with the in~ 
ventory. valuation method to determine different tax 11a-
bil1 t1es for a given year. Since ta,c rates are applied 
.,. 
.. ., ....... -
to the tax base wi-thout consideration of the inventory 
method employed, variables which determine differences 
ln profit before tax figures determine differences int~ 
-~,,•4 
liabilities. The rate of price change. the inventory turn-
.. over rate., and the markup rate are chosen along with the 
inventory valuation method as the variables to be consid-
ered. The variables are combined in a manner represent-· 
at1ve of realistic bustness cycles and 1ntlat1ona.ry pe-
rioda.1-
The rate of price change and the turnover rate were 
chosen, because they determine to a"great extent the differ-
ence in cost of goods sold figu~_,s which result from the uae 
-r:-' ... ,,,, 
of alternative !~y~ntory ___ m~thods._ The rate o-~ pPice change . . - '. 
I 
is defined as the change in prices per period. The tur~~ver 
' j,, 
rate is defined as·· the rate at v1hich the average invent9ry 
·······-- ····· ... .. ·-----·· 
.... - .--·-···- ---······· ·-----·-·-•'"···· . 
- -- - -
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not,· depends upon th~ ti-rm•-s profit margin and its volume 
ot sales. Thus, the mark-up rate---!-s--t-h'&---·-thi-rd 1mportant-
var1able, and its percentage is based.on sales rather than 
o~ coat prices. 
""1.·1 .. '; 
"'· ... 
more specit!ca;Uy, the markup pwcentage wtU be- ~~-· ·+ 
t1fty per cen~--co.mputed on sal~s, price. and will be· com-
bined with a ratio of other expenses to dollar sales ot 
forty per cent. This latter ratio comprehends all expense 
_items except cost ot~~oods sold ans.t£~deral ir.,.come taXe.s. -4 " • ·.,. • <'I- ' • 
When the ma·rkul) percentages and the other expense percent-
ages are combined, they give a ten per cent pro.fit before 
,I. 
tax to sales figure, ·which is considered representative for 
. 
the periods to be considered. 
The turnover rates are measured in phJsical terms · 
and are changed between cases by varying the numb.er of unite 
in the inventory • The physical volume of sales and purchases 
are held constant at four thousand units each year. Follow-
ing from the above assumption, there is a turnover of tour 
to one, if there is a beginning and ending inventory of one 
thousand units. To obtain a turnover ot eight to one, the 
beginning and ending inventory is changed to five hundred 
_,t. '. ,.•·' . 
-----~- ·--- --- --- ---- - -- --- - -- ----·--------------·----------·----- - -
-- ---- - ---·---- ----------- .. ---
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·····-;~t;; ;;~~~~-;1b1;;-e~·c;~i;~·"~~ ""take~· to ... combl:e these ..• tµrn~_······~-- __ c= ~J~~ 
over rates with price movements in order to get .realistic ,. t,s,,,L, 
... .-ts ,~:.,•,~<-1================:::=;:=:::g';~~-. . --- -
combination of variables~ 
-··-----------·-·-----...._ ________ ---
-0 The turnover rates are not those 
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or an individual t1rm tor a part_icular. period ot .time, but 
are ratne~ typical turnov~er rate:s for particular industri'31.l 
The price patterns chosen are typical for the infla-
. 
tionar-y periods and are not those met by one .individual firm.. 
They are average p3:ice patterns for groups of commodities.· 
. \· ·,, 
The price data 9-er~J~d from the National Bureau -of Economic 
.. -- .... ,-,·~·-·· 
...... ,. ~--
Research analysis.of' historical price (late. are U$ed ~Q a 
- -<$~~ ....... ;;.,, 
basis fc,:r the development of the 1nflat1omiry cases. 
··--~.- . 
it includes four annual accounting periods. The period ot 
four years is a·n arbitrary· cboice, influenced somewhat bJ 
considerations of computation time, and also the tact that 
the four years does give a rough approxi~tion Qf the ave-
rage length of business cycles experienced in the United 
2 
states since 1900. This length is 44.9 months. 
The dissimilar tax 11abili ties and proti t t'lgurea 
., ' 
' ,.; 
prQduced by the application of the FIFO and LIFO inventory 
,"!' -
valuation methods during two intlatior.ary periods are pre-
sented on the fo~ tables on the following page, in order 
to illustrate the kind ot variation l1kel7 to result in 
,f. 
realistic inflationary price periods. ~e two period~ ae-
-----~--~-~et~;;a:f~~tli~~:=-p•og:~di:~~F~~*--w~~llt=war:~-=1==~---~-:~~--~~---~-- --~~~~ 
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Variations In Income Tax Liabilities Which Result 
Prom i!fie APpITcat~op gf1)1rrerent }:_nventorz Me£1ioa11 
Do.ring In1·1a.tl?.nar:y Perloas · · 
Table l (1945-1948) 
FIFO LIPO 
.• .. , Year Profits Profits 
1tJ4$ I 59;380 I 54,lj.~o 
•t 
1946 _ . 72,960 58,660 
1947· 9i,280 78, I .30--- .. ---- .. ·-. _______ --.----- __ _ 
---'---------~~~~ $3¥~!~ .... ~ft1~g -··· 
Source: u. s. Department of Commerce, Business Statistics (Washington, 1953) p. 27. · · 
" . 
Table 2 (194.$-1948) Percentage 
FIFO LIFO Differ- Higher 
Year Tax Tax ence Paf:ent 194; $2s, 37a e22, er,4 i2;, 574 - .. 1~2% 
. 1946 32,439 25,003 7,h36 29.6 
.,r, 1947 41.,966 3.5,284 6,.682 18.9 
. 1948 rfto,.,~68 ~~211.!> ~ _h2_ Total i 0,~l r~.~?fy  ~% 
Source: u. s. Department of Commerce, Business. Statistic• (Washington 19$3) P• 27. 
Table J (World War I) 
FIFO LIFO 
Year. Profits Profits 
1 i 95·,900 I 79,400 
2 111,800 93,800 
3 126~200 108,200 
4 1401800 li2R800 
Total $~74,7~~ ~4 4'2Dl' 
Source: w. c. Mitchell, What Hgji_pens ..Durl~"Business 
Czclea - ! 'Progres! Report TNevi Yoi:-k),195~ p. 31.S • 
-38-. ·-· .: .· . . ~-~· 
----· ·-.--,'/:"r"" _:"--• 
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I_ 
period--were times ·-ot-·_-~elatively rapid.-rates of price chan&~! 
The tax liability' figure"r~ were computed· by- taking thirty per -
cent of the fir.st $2.5,000 profit, and fifty-two per cent ot 
-
-the r·emaining- profit before taxes. 
,, . 
-· Since the representative turnover _of tour to one 1n 
__ ~1-~!ca_; -~~~~ ~~_g tb~- ~~f2p_rea_e_ntat1Ye marlmp_ __ .rat_a_ __ of __ _tift7 
per ce·nt combined with the forty per cent expense ratio are 
maintained throughout both periods,. the rate of price change 
··~ - ' ~ .. ~ ~ ' -: " '~~ \ 
was logically the· important determinant of differences in re-
ported prof'1 ts, and therefore_ 1n· tax liabilities in both 
cases. The _percentage higher payment column--computed b7 
tind;ng the percentage, the dirference in tax liabilities 
bears to the lowest tax flgure--shows clearly that the LIFO 
method recorded smaller profits and thus gave its users 
smaller tax liabilities. However, this column also shows a 
great deal of fluctuation. For instance, the 29.6 per cent 
and tmr--1&.9,--per·--cent --higher payments under FIFO in 1946 and 
1947 are to be contrasted with only a J.S per cent higher 
paJJne».t in 1948. What caus.es this great diffQrence? The 




year. They ar• as follows: 1 }:' 
. ~\-,-.i,· 
--
194 - 10~.so ~- , ::tfi 
1u. s. Department ot Cammarce, Business Statiatica 
(.Wasb.illgtoa. l9S.3l, P• 27. 
. ·1_.1. 
}i}l 
- . - ;,;·' 
' ' ·1 "~ 
• , I· f ' 
'.; 
Thua the relatively high price changes· of 194~ and 1947 
I 
affected the profits under FIFO to a greater ext,en~ than 
those unde·r LIFO. 
From the tables, it ls obvious that FIFO resulted 
.. 1n the pa,m&nt of highe~ _taxes for both the total period 
considered and for .each individual year. In \ll/o:rld War I, 
'·'·"·' , the rate- ot pr•ice ehange agaip. affected FIFO very much. -
Although the figures clearly show that LIFO is supe~ior, 
....... 
. i,\)',.,. - ~~ they must be slightly qualified. · In ·reality, turnover 
generally increases somewhat as business improves. Thia 
would tend tor educe the differences in reported profits 
and in tax liabilities. Also, ·an increase in markup rates 
or in volume of sales would dec~ease the significance of 
the tax liability d1£ferences, because the higher are total 
profits ot a firm, the less important would be the_ differ-
I ' I ences resulting from the emploJ1D.9nt or alterna.t1ve·1nven-
tory methods. 
, r~ From the illustrations, it 1a nevertheless. apparent 
that a corporation gains by using LIFO 1.f the.long-run trend 
... ,.,.,. 
-2 ot prices is upward. Also, it is obvious that under FIFO 
fluctuations of annual profits or losses are .accentuated. 
-·--·--·- -·- --· - --- ----·-
_ ....... - ------- --- --- -- --- --- - - -- -- -· -- ----- - - -- - --------------... .;:-:-; __ -.- ' ...... - ..... -
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LIFO: performs admirably in periods of_ rap1.4- pr1c·e·· change, 
arid produces a ·smoothing out effect •. 
If the long-run trend of prices is. downward, a cor• 
~ 
po~~tion gains by ·using FIFO. However, this doe'3 not seem 
to be the- case', in oilr· economy. Furthermore, differences in 
tax figures do not cancel out over time, since most business 
-c_1~l.es_ are not sJllllletrical imd purchase prices do not usu-
ally return to their original low levelr Thus inflation 
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DOLLAR VAWE- METHOD OF ·LDO A-iD ITS lllB 
., 
Af'ter -looking oveJ- some of the results· ot the LIPO 
inventory method, the objective now is to show LIFO in ita 
· actual operation. When the· last-in, first-out method was 
made acceptable tor tax purposes in the United states· in 
1938, and tor some time thereafter, it was generally be-
\;;;1" a single unit baa!a. However, 
as discovered and its use now makes 
it possible for any company having an inventory to express 
it on • LIFO basis.1 Variations of the dollar value method 
have been developed which even enable a manufacturing firm 
on standard costs, regardle-ss of the complexity o.~ its in-
ventory, to put any part or all of its inventory on LIFO 
w1 th practically no change in its internal accounting pro-
·a:adure and with only insignificant addition to its cler1c*11 
work. Thus an increasing number of industrial concerns have 
adopted very simple LIFO dollar value applications which in- . 
vol ve the development of specific company indices of pric• 
- changes • 1. 
~-====~======~.~.~~---~---~------~j 
1 
C McAPlJ, ~mt• Case For ~JFO, 11 pp, 691~100, 
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- 1 . . . 
and in 1940, and in 1890. LIFO deals with dollars of in• 
I 
yentory investment, regardless or tho economic character . 
.. 
. . 
of the product ~ta in which these dollars are invested. 
Thus, the inventory is conside~ed as uni ts of dollars -ot 
investment at a ~pecific price level. Whether or not a 
company has the same identical type of material in the- in• 
ventory, or !hether the inves·t~ent is ma.4e u~ of rapidly 
,.--· .. 
changing 1 tems, we are dealing ,1t1i th the fixed monetar7 in• 
. ..... ) 
! · ·- :: ·. 1 :. vestment and ·treezing it at a price level so that .the---cha.rgea 
'/''"":,·,--~t; :~ -- · • ,:, -<.~.- to c.,-...raUons representing cost of sales p!ck~p the latest 
, , ·' ·· ··· .. '.:j cost price level~-- which have been incur•red. It is also ob-
,,·:'· ( .;: 
\ . 
vious that it is then immaterial whether·r~1rtveatme~t-1a 11\ 
.similar items or new items. 
To best show the difficult uae the dollar. value method. 
Jc .• 
can be put to, I would like to contrast it with a simpler 
LIFO method.· This alter~ative method-..:which ~s .feasible only. 
·-:', 
for fir~ with' a few,- large 'connnod1ty-gradaa--~ts"-called the 
unit method. 2 Under this method, ~ach. grade or a commodity 
(such as cottonf- 1:s carried in a .separate pool, and the LIFQ , ..
value ot each p~ol ~s established by: (1) costing the quan-
tlty carrie.d forward from the previous year at the prices 
' i' r 
;,J 
.. ,~· ~ .. =:~;;~~~:~~'==~~~~~=~~~~!~~!~~!~~:-,:::~~:~!~~,~~;:;~;-~~~ 
... --. -······· , ___ fncrease at ··the current period•~ .. Price,, ~ti. (3) Qg~t1~ a.DJ 
~.:i..,; 
" !.. -.~ -· ·-~-·-· .. 
--- -------·-··-- ·---.' .. ---- ·- -- ·--- -----·----=·- . - - ·-· . 
---- -- ------- --- -~---- - - - ----- ---
-- -·· ------. 
'---------..
1
~--.~o:::-::;;o=-=n1:Trt-=-z '"rr.,The Case ... ·Age.inst LIFO, " PP. 682-690. 
2
~on J. Ge>rdon, "Lifo and Sta~dard costs, 11 Accounting Research,! (liew Yor~, _19$4), pp. 203-211. .,_ ....... , ·····'·'"''' 
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cte·crea-ae ·at the prices ot the. moat recent "la7er-" :1:li01u4•4 
is,. the .inventory ·at t~e start of the year.- _ 
. The method may be ext.ended. sq more· than one .grade or 
a commodity is included -in a pool, with the_ price-per-unit 
41tterences ·of the several grlid:es·~ ignored. An example-of r ···,'; this is a:·n inventory·· c·ontaining sixty pounds' of domestic 
1
,-:t;,_ ,_, and twenty pounds of Egyptian cotton. Under this. method,. 
·--~~, .rt:.Ji.tt: the inventory would be merely listed as one hundred pounds 
r':J,.:: . , , . ..,. .... ..,..... t"£R1S ,n,+.~_~QQ~~.~··~·,,.?~~g~~Sl~,~.:A!Jlu, ..... the two grad~-· "· .:•~·~f':···'-1! ....... 
...._ ..... :~; '~ . ~;: .• :a tl-.4 •\:•;t• • - . ·-- )P.!11 
·. ·,;·, . 
. __ ::<': 
--
·f: ~ ~' '\ :)} ~t J; 
do not have the same monetary value. To the extent that 
changes take place in the relative quantities or prices ot 
the grades included in the pool. the cost of goods sold 
figure will be subject to error, because these changes in 
inventol'J' go unrecognized. ., r 
, 
.h_,. 
'l'he error of relative quantitJ. changes is eliminated. 
through a variation of the unit method. This procedure, 
called the weighed unit method,_ approximates the results ot 
. . . ' the dollar value method. Here · ·each grade is assigned,, a qnan~ 
ti'ty weight that· varies· with the relation between its price 
' and the price ot the grade used .as fl b_asis. For instance, 
'c 






- --- --- -------·--------------·----- - ------·----
......... ----------~-- ~---- .. - ,,, --- --~~~~69:~·1,;:·-~::~6¥ domest:tc ·cfotton :(§f:Jj:oJtc: :· ~~12~~:-. :.: .. ~--=~.~-~~~-~~~~~-~-~=~~==-:.==~-=-:-=--~-~:j~:-~-
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r"' 
• ' - -~ ', , r 
I£ t~e domestic cotton is taken as· the unit of me•su.re~ ~-:: L~-- ~ 
~- ''~c ·.: ; 
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:. -~·- cotton is .l.25. times the price of. ~omestio _cotton.· ,. ihua 
~ . . ~ 
· .. · th.~ weighted inventory would lrfok like · the f!@Jres below. 
~antity 









- o 16·.· 10 lb. ro 1S.1 
The total 1nveni;ory ot 110 lb. extended at the price ·· · ·,-
.. ot d<>mestie cotton would equal the original $4Jt.. If in the 
I ' 
following y_ear, the composition of the inventory changed to 
-,..... ~ Su lb. e~ch ··oJ: the two grades,. the inventory would increase .. 
from llQ .. to; '112.s lb. and the 2.s lb. increase would-. be····vi£: 
lued at the current price of:. do•estic cotton.· Despite this 
improvement --~~lve-~ the simple unit method, this weigh.ea uru.t 
procedure -also has notable disadvantages. If the ,,eights 
remain unchanged \Vhil~ relative prices change, this method 
will not be very accurate. Inaddition, the method is cum-
. ~ ' 
beeaome 11; T~ . larg•1 number ot grades must -, be carr1e4 in the 
I • 
same pool.· 
To demonatrate the versatility c£ . t}l.e dollar ·value 
method, it will be illustrated' how the method is used'·, in. 
1 .\' 
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-on the highest. possible level of accuracy. -One c,f th~ most 
needed pieces of'information required for LIFO is t~e.phfs1-
cal change in inventory. That ia, the difference between 
the opening and closing inventories with both valued at the-· 
same prices. Thi-s measure is g~!en direct~y by an· :inventoey 
on standard costs, with the standards unchw,ged during the 
L. 
~ear._ Furthermore, the analysis ot variances_als.0-_p.l!OV-idea-... ---··---·----------
an index· numbe:t»"--which relatei:J the price level used to measure 
the physical.change in a year with the price level in other 
years. 
There are many alternatives open to a firm as to the 
various pooling arrangements po13sible under LIFO and as to 
the many ways standard costs can be used. The alternative 
-, 
' 
selected will have some influence on the clerical detail 
required t·o establish t,IFO costs, on the ease with which the 
-data may be interpreted, and on LIFO•s tax advantage. Since 
it would not be practical or possible to proTide· illustra-
tions ot all the alternative systems, a commonly used stand-
ard cost system that is easily integrated with LIFO wi!~ be 
' deac:ribed below. 
The structure of the coat system used is: (-1) materi-~ ·-~~ • ,f.~~ ::ff •• -·----•N•·-----•-•" ;·!. 
-- - - • ------ - - - ---- - ---- ------ •-• •••-------•·•••••••--••--•··••--- •--------- -------~----..c......:, __ --= 
~~-0~~'-~==j~~~: 
. C 
and the difference between actual labor c·ost and. actual hours 
···:--~:·····-·····-·-··········-··--····-·--:-tr···~ 1-·············-·····-··----···---·;i···;t;;~;~i---;;t;;·--i;··--·~h~;;d-t;-·;-1~b~~-;;·1·~~-;;;~;;---~~~:~~~--------·t:t . 
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lal· tnamfacturt~·' expenses· are charged' to. burden ·acc6unta,·. 
.,, •nd these accounts· . are credited on' the basis. of- .the stand-
.. 
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tween actual l.abor .and material at standa_rd prices -and the· _ 
ata_ndard labor a·nd_.material content of ·production. 1s carried 
to an efficiency variance account1;; (.6) since burden. is: charge4 
, . ., to work in proceEJs at the standard burden coat of proa•,.ction, 
~:...; :~: .... ,.,,_·· . . -:.~~;.-\ .. 1'-'ile ei'fic.ieney val'·iance. ·i;t'iJ'oiJ.iit.; • tallQ 
(7f the standa.rci,f used tovalue the .open.Ina inventory are re~ · •••• 1 .. -..11 .. , 
tained tor the· entire year. 
· The situation is as f'ollo1ra. The COlDP$llJ electa LIPO 
tor 19S9 and· decides to carry its e~tire inventory in. one pool. 
1'b.e inventory• s actual cost on January l, 19.$9 under the basis 
ot valuat~on previously in effect is $243000. The inventory 
is valued at $260000 under the standards put, 1.p. effect fo.r 
19S9. Tb.us, the general ledger shows: 
•a Jnventory at standard cost Less: LIFO reserve Inventory at LIFO 
!be onlJ ~ransactions J;l~Erded for this 1llustrat1011 ~· the 
following ones.: _ 
-·-
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148900 ' ' . >·~ 
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t~ Finished Goods . 
-. ' - - - ... ~·-· . 
: . . ; .' . .-·, 
, __ Efficiency Variance· 
Work In Process 
11000· 
79100() 




T • Coat ot Goods Sold 
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How one can proceed to determine. the.LIFO value ot 
) '\~~~ year-end inventory and ~he CVOSt of goods SQld; ,, In1~ 
,1 
·r 
tially, the physical change in tpe inventory is found. ·. ·--
'l'his 1.s done b1· taking the- difference at standard costs 
between the opening and the a closiJ.lg inventory' which is 
revealed to be a $22000. increase. Secondly, the actual 
and standard costs of the purcl_las.es are compared ·to de-
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. . . 
. "" ~"· 
standard cost or $23,01? ($22000 increa~e- ~ ·1.046)., 
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· ·' Th•i,iFO value Qf the 1,ar ... end inventory iJ then $266,012...: : ·· 
;..;~ . the· opening--lnventory-($243000): plus· the actual .cost .of th•· 
~,. 








·1egirJ1!Rg 1nvento17-a-t-actual fzq,OUO 
.. Plus: Purchases at actual . 000 Total · 
·. 996000 l,ess: Clos1ng-1nveritor7 •t act.11al. 26to12 Cost of Goods So:U.d r/29988 
!tone makes the re-.sonabl7 conservative assW11ption 
per- cent of its standa~d costs (since the actual cost ot. 
purchases were., 104.6 per cent of ,their standard costs), 
~be- FIFO ~ost ef the ·closing 1nv.e.nto,q can be found. It 
would be $294,972 (closing inventory of $282000 X 1.046). 
Comparison of tl"!is figure with the IlIFO :-Qne reveals tllt\,_ . 
the FIFO ;closing inventory would be larger aJl(l cost ot 
goods sold.smaller by $28,960. 
Another headache· ftcing a- firm on ,-,,o 1a the d,.la'! 
.. I crepan~y between its year-end adjustments/and·interim 
. i 
I 
' statements. Under FIFO common practice ·1s to pick up 
price variances at time of purchase and charge theD1 to co•t -
' l . ' 
r.:· 
ilif: 
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ptOtit f ~r · the jeal' bJ"~ a fi~re a~ut eqU&l · to · the inventory 
f' 
profit. Therefore, whert prices go up Ol"J down coneid~J?.fl.J)l)' 
in a· 1ye_ar, . tl1e f11"im is conf'ronted wl t:q a large discrepancy 
...... ..,,.., . 
between the sum ot the twelve·Lmonthiy. profit figures and 
:.,· 
the figure for the, year. Urider' LIFO, it is evident that 
picking up the price variance at tinie of purchase a~d 
charging !t to coat or -goods sold· yields a current cost 
of goods sold·. Thus the interim prof it figure is also a 
·, ....... ___ ... :.._ .. 
'.,. ,1.•·' . 
\ 
1./ ... _ •. · 
LIFO profit. Since LIFO and standard <:oSts do not 1".'l~o,eni,.1~~ ~?; .. :;. ),,,. 
as i~come changes 1n the price of the. inventory, this systea 
-is not faced with the tickl.t·sh adjustment p~Qbltm which 
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. C}J4PmEft VII 6 
·t.IPO ~~ ·WOOL FOR EVALUATI'ON Of· PURCHAS:ni·a 
-AND SEt,LING PERFORMANCE . 
----....... , __ _ 
!hls chapter will point out how LIFo.;. .. .,,Jien it 1a =--·-· -~~'"-
-lnte'g~at·ed in a firm's operations--becomes a powerful 
management tool for the control Qf performance in the 
sales and purc.~asing areas. 1 The numerous categories 
ot income that evolve from LIFO have been mentioned before. ·,. 
-various classifications of costs and incomes enable manage-
ment· to evaluate the ability of 1.ts marketing men to react 
to different conditions. 
Many indu~tries have the major portion of their raw 
I . 
~material inventory subject to short period price fluctuations. 
Consequently the prices of· the products nmy be subject to. fre-
quent changes. It will probably be important then for the in-
dustry to decide it: it s~ould price on a LIFO or a FIFO basis. 
It is a known fact that prices are· ·n~t determined :solely by -· 
. 
costs. 2 However; it is also true that ;ost is an important 
consideration in deciding whether to initiate a price change 
/ ........ ---·····--- -----------------------in·---a-·--survey-··c:-crnauci-ffd-· oy- Professor Thomas· -M. -Hill and 
Myron J. Gordon, a samole of~"">textile firms in-~he 'Uni-t-ed 
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·, -· siatea were asked how their product pr.ices- moved in re- · 
lation _ to raw mate~1al prices. Although the ans)lers .. :Var.• 
ied, a common complaint was ~hat product prices -lagged on· 
the upswing, but fall· with raw material_ prices. Some firms 
feeling this cost~pr1ce relation thought it good policy ·to 
absorb short-run increases 1n cos·t anq _to pass on cost re-
i ductions. _Nevertheless, this· feeling was not held by the 
JU.JorJt7 ot· concerns. _ Thef believed this action t_o be an 
unhealthy competitive practice, and attributed -it in r,art. ... . ---'-" • 
,..-;; .......... _. .. -··. , ..... ,.~... • 
··-.. 
~-- .... • . ' '"'\";i;l'~·(':'1'."._ • '. . ~--.. ~~ .. ii-''t'&i:1.dlricy to price on a FIJ.t'O b.asi~ i~. a rising market 
, I 
and to the inability to do so in ~)l.e face of competition 
in a falling market. 
Representatives of textile firms and of firms in aim• 
ilar industries expressed the view in this survey th.~t a 
' concern should price on the basis of current cost, whether 
it actea. alone or in line with general practi.ce. The rea-
' 
.. soning behind this st-atement goes something like this. 
Since buyers deter their purchases until prices reflect 
the present and possibly the expected future cost picture, 
volume is generally falling· v1ith raw material prices. The 
. ·I . -
.r•',; 
., ..................... . 
.. ---~-~~ log1f'1 to bel,_,_~ve that a· firm c~-~-__ .. _P_~ss ... on ~_J)_?.:_!~e-~ . !!!c~!)-~~f _____________ _,_,.... __ 
---· -and··-still fill its order book-=-and at th.e favorable margi~ --. ·~· .,._-.:._. 
··.: __ ·.--
:,,-,'. the market can stand. 
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.1··t1rm wltb.<the. tJ0~1t1ve pricing policy d1'scussed 
- ,, 
' 
,____ above will find that LIFO yields income statements in har-
monJ with th1.s policyo or course, it can be argued that. a 
firm does not need to dev~lop its periodic statements u~der 
. 
. 
LIFO in_ or?er. to use current costs in the:tr pricing dee, .. _.; 0 
sions. 1 Certainly though, accounting reports should .. evalu-.-- -- - ---·· · -··· 
' I 
-· · · -ate the performance or subordinates and direct their actiom 
1f they are·· ,to have ·any ma.riage:~ial use.· Assuming this as 
the case, a sales manager under a FIFO determination of cost . •- ... ------------------------ -r------------- -, - -------· ·-···,···-- ···---··--·······------- .. 
·' 
i:;;.,,,r.·,,,.'..r:-.0,• 
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-1., .. ,,,.,,, ces· in a rising market. Since monthly statements will show 
the cost ot a fe\v months earlier, there will be .no increase 
' 111 price because of ~he comfortable ,profit margin. In a 
_falling market, the situation will reverse. \Vith .costs on 
a FIFO basis, the price conc·esslons necessary to maintain 
volUllle will create the illusion· the firm is givi~ away mer-.,1-
chandise. Althot.tgh the sales manager may be forced to fo~-
low the market through the decrease in ·volume-~ he may do so 
reluetantly·and slowly. The pricing behavior of the sales 
department under FIFO may not be very sound becau$e of its 
• :; .'. .. ·1i<1J 
~: .. ~ -:- · . 
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' ence between .the e: ctual cost. of i ts----purch{ls~a and. what the 
cost would have been had the purchases b.een made .. along at· 
-the t~Jne of sales •. A source or drain of ~ds 1~ represent-:·· ,.,· 
,-------------· ···--· --
·· ··- - -- ----~--- -- - - -
. cause of the actions of the firm and it wil;L ~ot neceassaril7. 
average out over a · 1ong· period of .timeo 1 :· Du.a to the tact 
this ·could. _be avo~~~~ by ~l.$~~~:Al- .. ) .·invcntfil7, ".•' - · · · · ,·1 ·1,rtlif• ,,. · ~ 
. 
-. 





r) I •• 
and since it will be a gain if price J1nticipations ~e . 
correct, this profit or loss may be considered a·good 
J;De11.sure of the purchas~ng departD:tent._•s performance. 
Iai actual practice, the procedure \vork_s something 
like this. At the start of the accounting period, the pur ... 
I cha.sing department is charged with the designate-d normal 
level for material inventory ~tits standard coat .. If the 
actual inventory 1EJ above or below this quantity, the pur.-. 
o:basing department-is.charged or credited with the differ-
,,. ,,.•.,,• 
.enc8'~at the current cost. The purchasing department is 
credited during the year with ·the material cont~nt at cur-
rent cost r1henever a sale is ma.de, and it is charged witll .. 
..... _ .... ,• ., 
.. :, _:. 
·-~-_Jz----~---==:.:: 
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and it is credited with any e~cess o~er the normal positle>~. \\ .. 
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The result of theabove procedure 1a :that tlr e-
•ining balance in the account tvill be · zero if the · 1nven~ 
tory is kept a:t. normal by covering every sale with· a pur-
On tne 
. f o~n:e-r~and,-· ii' purchases le.ad or lag sales, 
... --




or·, fl .. lQSS ~in _the _ a_cc.ount,---·dependi-ng-~-·-----·---:_--""-f~-~i 
/ 
.. - ·I ..•. 
on -the accuracy of the department-• ii price anticipat,iona. I 
':\ r ,d'.!-~ : ; ;., . ··" •' ;: · · 
All in all, it is evident that the LIFO method is i,ll ~m,pn, 
.,,, ... : .• ·::~_ ~-,..,,~~~-~t~\M.~:.(".1:•4(,'.'.· .... ~.,. ... ~ . ,;, .. ·c... 
: ,-~~,, ~-,.,.~~: • .. • ~· J • • • -· ' • 
with the concepts and data needed tor the m~_asur1ng of pui--
cha~ing p~rtormance, 
'·. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
I 
WA?$ QF. _SUPPLEME~ING LIFO 
While LIFO uses·--current costs in the income atate$ent,. 
it re.verses .tlle situation in the b.alance sheet. .The problem· 
therefore is to find ways of supplementing Ll:FO 1ro 1 t shows 
the curre~t value of its inventory, as well as the LIFO value 
on the balance sheet. Necessary supplements to L.t!10 wiil in• 
....... 
elude provisions .fo.r' _reserves--v1hich have either plus or minus 
p, ........ , ,,. 
. 
-·. """ 
·balances--reflecting the ~ii'ference between balance sheet in-
ventories valued on the basis of LIFO and the se.n1e inventories 
· computed on the basis i>t c~rent prices. 1 When bringing the 
···1 
inventory up to its current costs, ·1t might be justifiable 
then to also adju...qt the fixed assets to thtiir present replace-
ment costs. -The 1llustrst1on of these methods. will concsrn a ,• . . '· -. . . '. ' ' ' ' . '' ' ' ' ' . ' ' .. '.' . . . . \ 
--.-- ... - . ~ 
period of rising prices. In such a period, the·· deprec.iation 
expense--if colllputed only by the use of historical costs--
will not be adequate. Thus, 1.f one completes the picture by 
cons1-dering the present fixed assets, evaluati~n figure, he 
will bring all costs to current levels. 
For the purposes of illustration, let~_-s assume that 
we have an inventory priced a~ $300,000 below the c~rrent 
\·'. ::-. ....:...:_ 
.. acquisition cost -and at $400,-00:Q- '!!!ci~f th! t.ff'O b-all}S• -~-.-:>-·- ~•~= ~~~~~~~~·: ~---.. ~ . --· - _-::-:-:7-·. ·. ,_,,,_ ___ .... ~,---~ ..... - . ·-·-------· -----. ---------·-·-· - - -
- -- -- - -- . -. 
- - :: ... .. : .. ·.~:.:-.------·-· ;.-.:.· -.=:::-:·.-::--:.=.::::=.....-----------~,--.-.,...;:;.----·---·---~---~ .. 
---- - -
·-
-company plant assets, 11' expressed at clll.1rent price levels, 
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Jateci-depreciatio~ to 'date on a cost basis waa tsoo,ooo. 
On il current basis, it will b8 f1,ooo,000~ The balance 
sheet illustrating ___ how this situation is. handled on a 
current cost·bas1s is below. 





Inventory-LIFO Cost $ 400~0GO 
Eacesa of lower of in-
curred cos.t or market 
cve:r LIFO (300,000} 
less applicable fed-
eral income taxes 
(156,000) ~ . . 144,000 
Plant As.set~ ___ 1_or1g_inal. .... c.oat. ________ : ___ · ________ _ jd.ju"iited to current 
price levels) _ t2,ooo,ooo 





Reserves to Prevent Im-
pairment of Capital: 
- -1,000,ooq 
144,000 
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··· •figure ot fJ.44 000. ·'TbiS ~f~:repi'8se~:s the net itlcF ··· · ······ ············· •:..1r11 
··· · · · · ' / · ··. · · · · ·· · ·- . Ill 
1t1on to LIFO after a,.ficable feder~l income taxes -~" 
subtracted. Also th~ra are the two reserves to --prevent 
/ 
-
· 1mp&1rment of C$p1tal. · One ot them covers the net. 
. 
. I 
. . ventory cost increase, w~ile the other takes into c;on-
sideration the accumulated depreciation not recq,gni~,ed 
by using hietorica1··costs. - Both are now a definite part 
of the capital structure ot the firm. still another ex-· 
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; ). ;_,_. 
plant ass-ets. Since these accounts are not added to the ______ ... -------·· • I . • •• •- • ..::-.. - ••••• ·--- -· --·····- -··-I 
----·-·· .. 
· balance sheet to make it.appear compli~at~d, they must 
each -serve a definite purpose. 1 .... "* 
As mentioned, the adjustment- of the LIFO 1nventor7 
figure puts it on a c~rrent basis. The plant assets .figure 
·-· is increased b7 $1,000,000 to bring l t up ·. -to the · ·1evel ot 
.. 
I .• • ' 
-~-
current prices. ~nis increase is offset by 




\ I • 
so, since any gain here has aefinitel7 not been :realized. 
'l'be allowance for depreciation is also consequently made 
,, 
' lerger. ·tts increase of $500.000 shows the adjustment tnade 
to ~eflect depreciat1o~ recovered Qn the current dollar 
----------·------~ -- -~----~-
•··. ~-~;:-~ ·w -- :~~::~~- .-_.~_--~_,.._-~.-~. ~_=_;,;.;_~~ ..... :..c~.:: ... :=_-_,_.~J~!!-c:~k~~~~ti£::o-.~~-f;;cfE-):~"e-'~' 0··.,~.:f:-"~';;:;f~~~~;·~f-_'-~7~~=· --- · -""· :L; ~~==.r: - . . .. ----·-=··· .- - --· .-- . - --· 
-~;:~,;r~ 
-·· ._'.;'-· .. c-·.J;"-·,. 
__,-_ ..-- Con,ceritratiD.g now on ·the ,quity section or the bal• ,\f; 
,, ,--~-' 
--.· :;_~·~/-~,-
,:+7!l·:,-,-.: ·' . 
.... ·; •t,' 
----·- · · ance sheet, the reserves to prevent !~fl~~1!J.e.rit P:f ~@-Pi.t.il 
·-~~ .. 
repre~ent charges ,gfli~t revenues to cove_r the incroased 
costs incurred in maintaining basi.c inventory investment 
---·-. ...__::...--:-: ... . · .... , .. ;..,,..·. 
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•no. to-provide t,he · a_dd1t1onal current---dollars --~eded. to 
cover the portion of tho. investment in pia.nt .fac.111ties 
•hich has· .expired. The unre·a11zed appreciation account 
r 
. . .. 
r•presents-~the increase of the residue of the investment 
.• , -
·1p plant assets to current pr1·ce levels. ·The additional 
01t.pital req\l.irements which are necessary to continue the 
t 
existing assets at current monetary levels are reflected 
in thi$ account. If the ~urrent pr~ces continue, this un-
:r!H~:l,\zed apP,rec1a.t1qn wJll be a ch&I'ge against f'llture earn• '" 
ings as the ass·ets expire. -It price lev~ls_change, the net . 
plant asset accounts will be adjusted with an offset in the 
unrealized.appreciation account. 
While on the subject, it should be mentioned than an 
unrealized appreciation account is not limited to correa~ 
...... -
pond 9nl7 with the fixed assets. It there is a desire to 
express the inventory at current market rather than in-
curred cost--should market prices be high't}r~~'the' additio!llll 
amount reflecting the increase of market over incurred coai 
cquld likewise be set up as an UJ.ll'Galized appreciation. 
aome accounting men go a st,ep~farther than the 
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' ••tt bard to employ. ' Thus ' they want t~ employ ' a "a t,abll ~ 
1z1~. acco~~ting~ method which eliminat-es thei influence · o't 
_' ~ ' - 1 
cb.ang~_s ~n the.· valu
1
e of money. This 01.?jective in their 
_opinion, is best.optainad by adjusting original costs b7 
en acceptable general price iridex-. 
Although this price index method ~oe~ s~und verJ 
promis-ing, it is my contention that it is .Jiot necessary. 
iC-:i- '·r-\t} ~ ........ The .. 1nt~odu~t10~ ... of .s.~J!~:mpi1e reserve~ -~~~ t.he ~'f.i.i~~~,.,--foill'l!I:· ~ 
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sheet--as were suggested i'n the first method-·w1ll serve 
·-
...:··~. 
to overcome any of the objections that.LIFO_ tends to destroy 
· the balance sheet.· 
In conclus~.on. the major O.P1.tlct1v.e of the· a~co\lntant 
should be to i~ure the presentation to management and the 
public of finaJ1cial statements which furnis~ the best pic-
ture of ttte operating ·results and the financial condition 
of the business firm. The acc~foitant can succeed in tul,..-
,.., ·-
tllling this objective by an extensive use of LIFO. 
LIFO can show_ a firm's 'real" operating incc;,me withtlll 
out affecting the balance··sheet adversely. This "realized 
t.nc-ome-" cont;ept of LIFO ena'Ql~fl management -to -d:-fseove-r-~eL-i ~~:~~;~~ -----~--~=~-- _,. __ 
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'111 aerv• ae excellent allocati_ng devices for 1nvest--
ment funds. Furthermore,. stockhol_ders are able to· see 
clearly the firm• s actual profit ·and t~en decide whether 
........ 
.. the d1y1dend policy ls fair or not. Trad&-~ unions are not 
'··,,, . 
able to base their demands for wage 1ncrenses·"'~n the pre--
·-, 
sence of large undistributable profits, -as they c)>uld do,· 




as the core of the American industrial system--oper@.tes 
grounded upon real--rather than historica+~-costs. 
All in all, LIFO goes far beyond its well-knowi:a 
*ax advantages. As a flexible, operating tool, it baa 
'10 equal from the other inventory ~ethods. ,Aa a' manage~ 
.. >.,, . 
ment .tool-·for·- ~val-gation of marketing functions., it also 
has no peer. Finally, the LIFO method presents financial 
stetements which are beneficial to both management and 
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